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shopping trip to port ghalib from Portghalib

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Every Day 4 8:30 AM

If you are in Portghalib you are highly advised to visit the most important place for shopping and
souvenir in this magnificent city port Ghalib, the popular place with fantastic shopping products.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

All transfers by a private air-
conditioned vehicle.
Private Tour Guide
Shisha ^_^ and Soft Drink at Local
Cafe.
Shopping through famous Bazaars.
Bottled water during your trip.
 Pick up services from your hotel &
return.
 Assistance of our personal during
tours

personal expences
Tipping

Itinerary:

If you are in Portghalib you are highly advised to visit the most important place for shopping
and souvenir in this magnificent city port Ghalib, the popular place with fantastic shopping
products.
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 Days Table

First Day :Shopping Trip To Port Ghalib From Marsa Alam

we will pick you up from your hotel in Marsa Alam by a private A.C.
Car to be transferred to Port Ghalib city to discover the history of a
very old city ,Porto Ghalib is located just about 5 Km from Marsa
Alam international airport acting as a premier integrated resort
community with a unique combination of a huge number of
bazaars and gift shops selling all Egyptian products and as well
imported ones . Egyptian cotton and different types of statues
beside water pipes and jewelry are the most common products
can be noticed there. On the other hand, you will also find Several
cafes and food and beverage outlets such as Costa coffee, fusion,
Baskin Robbins and more, Afterwards relax with a traditional
shisha waterpipe and a soft drink in the beach café. Then you will
have lunch in a local restaurant, At the end of the trip, drive back
to your hotel in Marsa Alam. return(about): 18:00 pm .
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Price:

  ($) 25 

  ( €) 23  

  (£) 22  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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